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ABSTRACT 

One persistent obstacle has been verified to be one of the main problems with the main developments in the 

electronics and technology fields, called: Data Security. The data should be encrypted in order to be quickly and securely 

linked via the electronic information transfer over the network. The procedure of transforming plain text to ciphered-text is 

called encryption, where cannot be changed or understood simply by undesirable individuals. It may similarly be described 

as the science that utilizes mathematics in decryption and encryption data processes. In this article, we consider different 

significant algorithms utilized for data decryption and encryption in whole areas, for making a comparative study for most 

vital algorithms. This paper focuses on various current cryptography algorithms types. This paper also analyses the 

algorithm's security and parameters that define the cryptosystem efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Innovative progress of hardware capabilities 

combined with progressively low weight and small size 

offers several opportunities to use mobile devices, like 

tablet PCs, laptops, and, smart phones for business and 

entertainment at home, at office, in airport, i.e., everywhen 

and everywhere. A smartphone represents now the main 

devices of processing data to all users. Portio investigation 

forecasts that worldwide phone users will be 6.9 billion by 

the end of 2013 and 8 billion by the end of 2016. Ericsson 

similarly estimates that phone users will be 9 billion by 

2017. smartphones are still restrained by resource and 

certain applications commonly require extra resources 

more than the prices of smartphone. To solve that 

challenge, a smartphone can acquire external source for 

more resources called Cloud Storage. It is not possible to 

keep the information and data on the smartphone. Thus, 

the phone users may use the resources from the cloud, 

which needs information and data migrations between the 

mobile devices and cloud. It contains of front-end users 

who own smartphones and back-end cloud servers [1].  

The transfer of information to a Cloud Storage 

from the mobile device is called uploading, while the 

transfer of data to mobile device from the cloud storage is 

called downloading. Cryptography is a way to hide data 

through message encrypting. Several algorithms of 

encryption are commonly existing and utilized in security 

of information. They may be divided to Asymmetric 

(public) and Symmetric (private) key encryption. Only one 

key is applied for encrypting and decrypting information 

in Symmetric (secret) key encryption. The key must be 

allocated before transmission. A significant role is played 

by Keys [2]. If the algorithm uses a weak key, then 

everybody can decrypt the information. Symmetric key 

encryption Strength relies on the utilized key size. For the 

same algorithm, encryption utilizing extended key is more 

difficult for breaking than the one achieved using smaller 

key. The key distribution challenge is solved by public or 

Asymmetric key encryption. There are two keys utilized in 

Asymmetric keys; private and public keys. The Public and 

private keys are utilized for encryption and decryption, 

respectively. Since users prefer to utilize two keys: the 

public key recognized to the public and the private key 

recognized to the user only. Mobile devices are usually 

connected with each other and are accessible to other 

networks and channels of communication, so encryption is 

essential for keeping the information private from others. 

Secured information communication is similarly an 

important parameter to the whole governments / 

industries. Secured data transmission in universities, 

industries, defence, and other fields is an essential. 

Cryptographic techniques can be implemented in 

a variety of ways. This paper will build several 

experimentations to find the best algorithms by calculated 

percentage usage of CPU energy of encryption and 

decryption. This paper will define the main techniques that 
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will use for studying the best algorithms, AES, MAES, 

DES, 3DES, RSA, and Blowfish for the data encryption 

and decryption or data streams. The video frame sequence 

is encoded utilizing the integrated version of AES, MAES, 

DES, 3DES, RSA, and Blowfish. Though, the suggested 

algorithm performance evaluation defends its important 

contribution to high-end compression access and high-

quality assurance of encryption algorithm [3]. 

 

CRYPTOGRAPHY 

It is a method utilized to prevent unauthorized 

access of information. For hiding the information from the 

intruders, the encryption process contains of multiple or 

single keys. Plaintext is the actual text before the 

encryption process. cipher text obtains after encoding the 

information with the key assistance. The encryption 

process has the ability to upgrade/ change at any moment 

the key and data of upgraded or changed key has been be 

recognized to both the parties. Figure.1 gives the 

encryption-decryption process. 

 

 
 

Figure-1. Encryption-Decryption process. 

 

Plain Text: This is the actual message the 

individual wants to connect with others. The original 

message which has to be sent to others is assigned a 

specific term in cryptography as Plain Text. For instance, 

Alice would like to send a message to Bob that is “Hello 

Friend how are you”. Now “Hello Friend how are you” is 

a plain text message. 

Cipher Text: This is a meaningless message that 

no one can understand. In Cryptography, the actual 

message is converted to an unreadable message before the 

original message is transmitted. For instance, the Cipher 

Text of “Hello Friend how are you” is 

“Ajd672#@91ukl8*^5%”. 

Encryption: This represents the procedure of 

transforming Plain Text to Cipher Text. The encryption is 

used by Cryptography for sending private messages via an 

unsafe channel. The encryption process needs two items- a 

key and an encryption algorithm. An encryption algorithm 

denotes the process which has been utilized in encryption. 

Encryption happens on the hand of the sender. 

Decryption: Which is a reverse process of 

encryption. It represents a technique of transforming 

Cipher to Plain Text. The decryption technique is utilized 

by Cryptography on the hand of receiver to get the actual 

message from unreadable message. The decryption 

process needs two items- a key and a decryption 

algorithm. A Decryption algorithm denotes the process 

which has been utilized in Decryption. Usually, the 

decryption and encryption algorithms are the same. 

Key: Which is an alpha numeric, numeric or a 

special sign. The Key is utilized at the time of encryption 

in the Plain Text, and in the Cipher Text at the time of 

decryption. In Cryptography, the key selection is very 

significant as the users prefer to utilize two keys: public 

key and private key [4,5]. 

Two types of encoding are available. These two 

kinds are asymmetric and symmetric. Numerous of these 

algorithms will be involved like: SEAL, E-DES, 3DES, 

DES, BLOW FISH, AES, RC2, RC4 and RC6 which are 

relevant to bilateral algorithms. Unlike, ECC, RSA, DH, 

DSA, ELGAMAL ALGORITHM and EEE, that all have 

to do with unilateral algorithm. The key encoding 

techniques classification is presented in Figure-2. 

 

 
 

Figure-2. The Classification of Encryption  

Algorithms [6]. 
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Table-1. Comparative analysis of various algorithms. 
 

Algorithm Year Key length Block size 
No. of 

round 

DES 1977 56-bits 64-bits 16 

3DES 1978 
128-bits, 112-bits, 

56-bits 
64-bits 48 

AES 2000 
128-bits, 192-bits, 

256-bits 
128-bits 10, 12, 14 

BLOWFISH 1993 32-bits, 448-bits 64-bits 16 

RSA 1977 1024 to 4096 bits 64-bit - 

 

RELATED WORK 
Detailed analysis of the common symmetric key 

encryption algorithms like AES, Blowfish, DES, and 

TRIPLE DES is present by Agrawal et al. [7]. Symmetric 

Key algorithms has a faster run comparing to Asymmetric 

Key algorithms like RSA and the Symmetric algorithms 

require less memory than asymmetric encryption 

algorithms. Symmetric key encryption security is higher 

than Asymmetric key encryption. It was noted the 

Blowfish algorithm supremacy through AES, Triple DES 

and DES on the base of security and size of key. The 

Blowfish Algorithm F function gives a great security level 

for encrypting the 64-bit plaintext data. 

A comparison study for three algorithms, RSA, 

AES and DES is done by Seth et al. [8] taking into 

account specific parameters like output byte, memory uses 

and computation time. It was found that RSA requires 

greatest time of encryption and memory consumption is 

likewise very huge yet byte of output is lowest in RSA 

algorithm. Depending on the files of text utilized and the 

experiment outcome it was noted that DES require lowest 

time of encryption and AES has lowest memory 

consumption whereas difference of encryption time is 

small in DES and AES algorithms. 

The comparative between four maximums 

generally utilized Symmetric key algorithms: AES, 

Blowfish, DES and 3DES is done by Mandal [9]. A 

comparison has been done depending on parameters: 

decryption/encryption time, key size, size of round block, 

and process time of CPU in the structure of throughput 

and power spending. blowfish was noted to be better than 

other algorithms. Too, AES has benefit in terms of 

decryption time and throughput over the other 3DES and 

DES. Of all listed algorithms, 3DES has the lowest 

performance.  

Three algorithms RSA, 3DES and DES are 

explained by Marwaha et al. [10]. DES and 3DES are 

symmetric key cryptographic algorithms while RSA are an 

asymmetric key cryptographic algorithm. Algorithms have 

been evaluated on their capability for securing 

information, needed time for encrypting information and 

required throughput of the algorithm. Based on the inputs, 

various algorithms performance was different. It was 

noted that scalability and confidentiality obtained by RSA 

over DES and 3DES is very high and makes it appropriate 

even DES requires fewer time and memory for encrypting 

and decrypting the data yet brute force technique can 

simply break DES security comparing to RSA and 3DES, 

making it the final safe algorithm.  

The six most popular encryption algorithms like 

RC6, DES, 3DES, BLOWFISH, RC2and AES (Rijndael) 

were discussed by Elminaam et al. [11]. The performance 

of compared algorithms was assessed. For these 

encryption algorithms, a comparison was made for various 

settings for every algorithm like various data blocks sizes, 

various types of data, battery power usage, various size of 

key and lastly encryption/decryption speed. It was noted 

that once the findings are presented in Base 64 encoding 

or Hexadecimal Base encoding, there is no important 

modification. Second, in the packet size varying case, it 

was noted that BLOWFISH has superior performance than 

other popular encryption algorithms utilized, followed by 

RC6. It was also noticed that BLOWFISH, RC6 and RC2 

have drawback over other algorithms in time usage, in the 

case of varying type of data like image rather than text. It 

was also noticed that 3DES has poorer performance than 

DES algorithm. Lastly, it can be noticed that greater size 

of key makes the change in the time and battery 

consumption clear, in the case of changing size of key.  

Most popular algorithms of symmetric 

cryptography were compared by ALI et al. [12] such as 

CAST-256, BLOWFISH, AES and TWOFISH. The 

algorithms performance and behaviour were considered in 

the comparison once various data loads were utilized. The 

comparison was performed depending on those 

parameters: key size, block size, and speed. Blowfish was 

concluded to be outstanding to other algorithm, since it 

needs fewer time. Even once the size of data was slight 

this change was not noticeable. Yet it was obviously 

noticeable for a file larger than 100 KB. 

Thakur et al. [13] explained a reasonable 

comparative between three maximum popular symmetric 

key cryptography algorithms: Blowfish, AES and DES. 

The primary issue was the algorithms performance in 

various settings, the existing comparisons consider the 

algorithms’ performance and behaviour once using various 

data loads. The comparison was performed depending on 

these parameters: size of key, size of block, and speed. 

Java programming was used to execute the Simulation. 

Blowfish was concluded to have superior performance 

than other popular encryption algorithms utilized.  

Alam et al. [14] argued efficiency and 

performance analysis of various block cipher algorithms 

(CAST-128, 3DES, DES, RC2, IDEA and BLOWFISH) 
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of symmetric key cryptography. Block cipher algorithms 

were compared depending on these variables: data input 

size (in the type of video, audio and text), time of 

encryption, time of decryption, decryption and encryption 

throughput of every block cipher and power usage. It was 

noted that 3DES has extra usage of power and fewer 

throughput than the DES mainly because of its triple phase 

characteristics.  

Saini [15] analysed different algorithms 

performance - AES, DES, Blowfish, RC2, RC6 and 3DES. 

The best algorithm which is well documented and well 

known since they are well studied and well tested, that was 

noted from the results of simulation. A successful system 

of cryptographic maintains a balance between what is 

reasonable and appropriate.  

Alazani et al. [16] performed the comparison 

study of three Encryption Algorithms (AES, 3DES and 

DES) in nine parameters like Cipher Type, Length of Key, 

Security, Size of Block, Possible Keys, Possible ASCII 

printable character keys and Time taken for checking the 

whole likely keys at 50 billion keys each second. Analysis 

displays that AES is better than DES and 3DES. 

Arora et al. [17] analysed various security 

algorithms performance on a single processor and cloud 

network for various sizes of input. In this article, we are 

aiming to discover quantitative terms such as Speed-Up 

Ratio which improve of cloud resources utilizing to 

implement security algorithms (AES, MD5 and RSA) that 

are utilized by businesses for encrypting huge data 

volumes. Three various algorithms types are utilized – 

RSA (an asymmetric encryption algorithm), MD5 (a 

hashing algorithm) and AES (a symmetric encryption 

algorithm). The outcomes described in this article 

determine that the implemented algorithms on cloud 

environment (such as Google App) are more effective than 

utilizing them on single system. RSA consumes the 

maximum time while MD5 consumes the minimum, for 

cloud (Appengine) and uniprocessor (local) environments. 

Maximum Speed-Up rate is achieved in AES for low input 

file sizes and the Speed up rate clearly drops since the size 

of input file is raised. For every input size, the Speed- Up 

rate is maximum for AES, after that MD5 and minimum 

for RSA algorithm [18]-[22]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Traditional commerce requires security of data in 

all aspects of multimedia format and a very necessary 

requirement of traditional commerce. The applications 

associated in the real world as of video conferencing 

applications and VOD applications requires that the paid 

users only can access the multimedia information 

presented before the various user stream [23]-[26]. 

There is no doubt that mechanisms of 

authentication-controlled are existing for managing the 

accessibility of multimedia formatted data in distributed 

form. But, on formats of wireless networks, networks of 

satellite or any other IP network system the data in 

multimedia format cannot be only be secure through such 

mechanisms of authentication. Treating the complete data 

in the format of binary form confirms that it is one of the 

greatest famous techniques to secure underlying data in 

multimedia format. Further, the complete data is encrypted 

with the usage of secret key algorithms for encryption 

such as the Data Encryption Standard Algorithm also 

called as DES for short, IDEA, AES, etc. Secret key 

encryptions are complex and need heavily computed 

values. The problems faced are described in two 

implementations. 

In the software, as the algorithms are 

implemented it shows that it is slow enough in processing 

the large data amount that are formed applications in the 

multimedia format. The other one is related to hardware 

where its applications in hardware format implementations 

additional costs are added at both the ends of data 

generators and also the receiving users. There are two 

main elements producing problem to multimedia data 

encryption. Firstly, huge size of typical multimedia data 

(the size for e.g., of any MPEG-1 video format of two 

hours is in and around 1GB). Secondly, processing of the 

data in multimedia formats has the need to get processed 

in the real-time-frame scenario. The video codec-device is 

put or overlaid with heavy burden when large or huge data 

is being processed in a very small timespan. Heavy affects 

are also seen on the requirements related with space and 

storage and also the network communications are 

drastically burdened. The application of algorithms of both 

encryption as well as decryption type aggravates the faults 

and causes the latency to increase either at the time or 

even after the phase of encoding [27]-[30]. 

The tests were performed on a Samsung laptop 

with Intel CORE i7 Processor, 2.4 GHz (4 CPUs), RAM 

of 8 GB, utilizing Windows 10 64-bit Operation System. 

Import a video object. The following outcomes are 

explicitly measured by simulating the Algorithm (AES, 

MAES, DES, 3DES, RSA, and Blowfish). The 

development and design phases of the suggested 

framework has been done utilizing MATLAB 2018. The 

two video files called 1.avi and 2.avi are taken into 

consideration to simulate the Algorithm in a parameterized 

test. The two files have the same pixel yet the duration 

time is different [31]-[33]. 

 

RESULTS FOR VIDEO ENCRYPTION 

As the suggested framework has been 

incorporated with the latest Algorithm (AES, MAES, 

DES, 3DES, RSA, and Blowfish) for encrypting the video 

files. Furthermore, the development and design of the 

suggested system has been performed taking into 

consideration simulation tool instances. The experiment 

results show in table 2 the CPU time spent through 

encryption for the two video files. 
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Table-2. Video encryption. 
 

Algorithm 
Video 1  

(CPU time) 

Video 2  

(CPU time) 

AES 208.531 15.5625 

MAES 622.25 35.6875 

DES 544.891 87.3906 

3DES 1371.69 40.7188 

RSA 1365.86 86.5469 

Blowfish 127.234 18.0313 

     

 Figure-3 shows the comparison between both 

video files for CPU time. The figure displays that 

consumption of energy for video 1 is further than video 2. 

This is because video 1 file duration is further than video 2 

file duration. Though, for comparing algorithms, the 

Blowfish (video 1= 127.234, video 2= 15.5625) shows 

good performance with AES (video 1= 208.531, video 2= 

18.0313), MAES (video 1= 622.25, video 2= 35.6875), 

DES (video 1= 544.891, video 2= 87.3906), 3DES (video 

1= 1371.69, video 2= 40.7188), and RSA (video 1= 

1365.86, video 2= 86.5469). While RSA and 3DES shows 

the high energy consumption. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. Comparison of different encryption videos. 

 

RESULTS FOR DECRYPTED VIDEO 

As the suggested framework has been 

incorporated with the latest Algorithm (AES, MAES, 

DES, 3DES, RSA, and Blowfish) for decrypting the video 

files. The experiment results are shown in Table 5.4 with 

decrypted video for both video files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table-3. Video decrypted. 
 

Algorithm 
Video 1  

(CPU time) 

Video 2  

(CPU time) 

AES 201.25 17.1570 

MAES 600.3169 34.0688 

DES 544.69 88.313 

3DES 1361.3413 40.5425 

RSA 1360.23 85.7058 

Blowfish 122.34 14.25 

      

Figure-4 shows the comparison between both 

video files for CPU time. The figure shows that 

consumption of energy for video 1 is further than video 2. 

Though, for comparing algorithms, the Blowfish (video 1= 

122.34, video 2= 14.25) shows good performance with 

AES (video 1= 201.25, video 2= 17.1570), MAES (video 

1= 600.3169, video 2= 34.0688), DES (video 1= 544.69, 

video 2= 88.313), 3DES (video 1= 1361.3413, video 2= 

40.5425) and RSA (video 1= 1360.23, video 2= 85.7058). 

 

 
 

Figure-4. Comparison of different decryption videos. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT 

VIDEO FORMATS 

The proposed framework has been integrated 

with different video formats through Algorithm (AES, 

MAES, DES, 3DES, RSA, and Blowfish). The experiment 

results are shown in table 4 with encrypted video for 

different video formats but same video size. Table 4 shows 

the comparison between different video formats for CPU 

time. The table shows that energy consumption for AVI 

video is less than other video formats. However, for 

comparing algorithms, the Blowfish (15.5625) displays 

good performance with AES, MAES, DES, 3DES and 

RSA. 
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Table-4. CPU time for different video formats. 
 

Algorithm AVI MP4 WMV 

AES 18.0313 19.25 18.6525 

MAES 35.6875 36.75 37.65 

DES 87.3906 89.96 88.60 

3DES 40.7188 42.18 41.818 

RSA 86.5469 86.6954 87.649 

Blowfish 15.5625 18.3453 17.1003 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Security in digital video transmission has its 

significance in image communications nowadays. Due to 

the growing number of using video in industrial processes, 

it is vital to secure the private information of video from 

unauthorized access, security of image and video is 

becoming a serious matter. This paper provides a review 

on symmetric and asymmetric algorithms also evaluates 

the selected algorithm performance (AES, MAES, DES, 

3DES, RSA, and Blowfish). 

This article displays a survey of the latest 

significant cryptography algorithms. These cryptographic 

algorithms well are analysed and studied to assist in 

improving the present cryptographic methods 

performance. The outcome displays the methods which are 

suitable for encryption in real time. All encryption 

approaches have shown their benefits and obstacles and 

have also shown to be suitable to various applications. The 

comparison between Asymmetric and Symmetric 

algorithms displays that Symmetric are quicker than 

Asymmetric.  

The primary focus is on clearly presenting the 

energy consuming taken to encrypt the input video using 

which organizations can easily analyse the performance of 

different algorithms. Every algorithm has been compared 

with various parameter sets. From the outcomes, it has 

been shown that of all the symmetric encryption 

algorithms, Blowfish is the most efficient and secure 

algorithm. 
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